
ICON Wi-Fi Vertical shaped low consumption radiators with WiFi controls and ambient led light

Home automation because time is your most precious resource. Ambient 
led light to create a unique atmosphere in your room. Protruding only 
45 cm. ICON WiFi electric radiant heater is the perfect union of 
design, piece of furniture, technology, comfort and energy saving.
DUAL-THERM technology that combines infrared radiant heating and 
natural convection, remotely controlled through your smartphone 
for a unique comfort experience. The new RADIALIGHT App makes 
it possible that you individually manage each radiator, schedule 

operation on a weekly basis and view consumption statistics in real 
time. The connection between the radiators and the router of your 
home is direct through Wi-Fi and therefore it will not be necessary to 
install bridges or intermediate terminals.
Total and precise control of the comfort of your home,
wherever you are, in the simplest way possible, with just one 
touch of your fingers.
Discover the new generation of ICON vertical WiFi radiators.
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Radialight App
disponibile su:



Optimized comfort thanks to the DUAL-THERM double heating 
system with infrared radiation and natural convection: heat 
diffused rapidly and uniformly in the environment, in addition to 
an incomparable natural radiant effect thanks to the wide frontal 
surface, for a pleasant, enveloping and prolonged heating in time.

Intelligent power management features optimize the consumption 
levels for the maximum energy savings.

Furthermore, the Radialight App allows you to remotely control 
ICON Wi-Fi radiators, in order to manage temperatures, absence 
periods and to ensure a very low consumption level.

ICON Wi-Fi integrates a digital display to manually access the radiator control

functions. Therefore ICON Wi-Fi can be used also when Wi-Fi is not working.

Combined with your home Wi-Fi and the Radialight App, you can manage your ICON 
radiators installed in your home, creating a multi-zone system and independently

controlling the comfort level of each room; obtain consistent energy savings thanks

to weekly programming or simply manage heating during your periods of absence.

Furthermore, the Radialight App will allow you to view, analyze and compare the

consumption of each individual radiator to avoid unnecessary energy waste.

With its user friendly keypad, ICON allows to have a 
quick and easy access to the radiator control features.

ICON Wi-Fi 7 white ICON Wi-Fi 7 grey ICON Wi-Fi 10 white ICON Wi-Fi 10 grey ICON Wi-Fi 15 white ICON Wi-Fi 15 grey ICON Wi-Fi 20 white ICON Wi-Fi 20 grey

  Ean code 8019250936030 8019250936078 8019250936238 8019250936276 8019250936436 8019250936474 8019250936634 8019250936672
  Dimensions in cm. (W          
  x H x D)

45 x 95 x 10,5 45 x 95 x 10,5 45 x 110 x 10,5 45 x 110 x 10,5 45 x 150 x 10,5 45 x 150 x 10,5 45 x 180 x 10,5 45 x 180 x 10,5

  Power @ 230V 750W 750W 1000W 1000W 1500W 1500W 2000W 2000W
  Overall Thickness    
  product installed (cm.)

12,5 12,5 12,5 12,5 12,5 12,5 12,5 12,5

  Net Weight (Kg) 7,9 7,9 11,2 11,2 14,8 14,8 18,2 18,2

  Cable Lenght (cm.) 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

  Colour ice white anthracite grey ice white anthracite grey ice white anthracite grey ice white anthracite grey
  Led light ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Heating Style

Features and Technical Data

Control System

ICON WiFi is available in 2 different colors: ice white and anthracite grey, both with satin finish. 4 different models with power from 750 W to 2000W suited to heating 
rooms from 5 sqm to 30 sqm. The bathroom kit, supplied separately as an accessory, can be adapted to suit all the versions. It is made up of two aluminium towel rails  and 
a bathrobe hook. ICON WiFi becomes a towel rail in your dream bathroom.

ECODESIGN Lot20 Compliant IP24
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